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Proponents of Dodd-Frank’s Say-on-Pay provision envisioned greater corporate
transparency and accountability and, as a result, “greater efficiency and social responsiveness.” 1
Indeed, those who fought for the legislation did so because of the very real need for greater
transparency. 2 However, a cynical view and a dismissive attitude toward that spirit of
transparency have hindered the ability of public shareholders to evaluate the information
necessary to determine whether their interests are properly aligned with company executives.
Excessive Executive Pay
Executive compensation carries significant importance to shareholders, not only because
of the actual expenses incurred from executive salaries, but also because of potential inefficient
pay structures that may distort executives’ incentives to perform. Indeed, the somewhat
unfathomable rise in executive pay during the previous three decades has been the cause of
considerable public criticism. 3 Alarming statistics demonstrate that the divide has only widened
between executives and everyday workers during this period of time, which in turn, has led to
substantial debate about executive pay practices. Shareholders and commentators loudly voiced
their concerns about excessive executive compensation following the corporate scandals
involving companies such as Enron and WorldCom early in the new millennium and again,
following the 2007-2008 financial crisis. Those concerns, at times mixed with outrage, are
fueled by the sentiment of income inequality – executive compensation has exploded while the
compensation of average workers has lagged well behind. A recent AFL-CIO analysis of CEO
pay across a broad sample of S&P 500 firms demonstrates that the average CEO earned 380
times more than the typical U.S. worker. 4 Thirty years earlier, that multiple was 42. 5 Executive
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compensation not only has increased at an incredibly disproportionate rate from the average
worker’s salary but indeed, CEO compensation also increased more than 725 percent between
1978 and 2011, nearly two times greater than stock market growth over the same period. 6
Enter Dodd-Frank’s Say-on-Pay
It was against this backdrop that Dodd-Frank’s Say-on-Pay provision became a necessary
means to create transparency regarding executive compensation. Barney Frank, member of the
U.S. House of Representatives and former chairman of the House Financial Services Committee,
introduced a Say-on-Pay bill to the House of Representatives in February of 2006, seeking to
address excessive executive pay by providing shareholders of U.S. companies the ability to cast
an advisory vote on executive compensation. 7 Meanwhile, also in 2006, the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (“AFSCME”) sponsored eight
shareholder proposals calling for boards to implement a policy providing shareholders with an
advisory vote on executive compensation. 8 By 2008, some companies began voluntarily
submitting their executive compensation to an advisory shareholder vote. 9 One year later, Sayon-Pay proposals constituted the largest category of shareholder-sponsored proposals. 10
Beginning in 2009, Congress required Say-on-Pay votes for all financial firms receiving
Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”) funds. 11 All the while, advocates of a Say-on-Pay
vote anticipated that providing shareholders with an advisory vote on executive compensation
would stop executive pay from spiraling out of control. 12 AFSCME, for example, expected that
a Say-on-Pay vote might reduce excesses in executive pay. 13 Lucian Bebchuk, Harvard Law
School professor, projected that Say-on-Pay votes would make directors more attentive to
shareholder views and could potentially deter some egregious compensation arrangements. 14
Members of Congress similarly anticipated the potential positives that could flow from these
votes, such as transparency, an ability to put a halt to pay structures that encourage excessive risk
taking and the potential alignment of pay with financial performance. 15 With this backdrop of
seeking transparency and accountability, the Say-on-Pay requirement was extended to all public
companies when the Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
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Protection Act in 2010. 16 While legislation concerning executive pay continues to evolve in the
United States and around the world, the United Kingdom recently unveiled legislation that would
give investors a binding vote on executive pay. A reader poll, asking if shareholders should have
an annual binding vote on executive pay, accompanied the Wall Street Journal article online and
over 80% of the nearly 10,000 votes were in favor of such a measure. 17 It remains to be seen
whether a binding vote on executive pay represents the next step taken in the United States to
curb excessive executive pay.
Evolution of Disclosure Requirements
Shareholders have started to challenge the disclosures made in connection with Say-onPay votes in the proxy statements of certain public companies as not disclosing sufficient
material information upon which shareholders can properly decide how to vote on executive
compensation. Such lawsuits, filed in state court, generally allege that the directors of a
company breached fiduciary duties, particularly the duty of candor, as shareholders have not
been apprised of all material information which was reviewed and relied upon by the board of
directors upon making their recommendations that shareholders approve executive pay. While
some defense lawyers have argued, incorrectly, that these lawsuits belong in federal courts, 18 the
requirement that directors disclose all material information in connection with shareholder
communications is well recognized in Delaware. 19 Delaware has thus played, and continues to
play, a central role in setting corporate governance rules and standards for the country’s publicly
traded companies. 20
In 1977, the Supreme Court of Delaware decided Lynch v. Vickers Energy Corp., 383
A.2d 278 (Del. 1977), self-described by the court as “[t]he genesis of Delaware law regarding
disclosure obligations.” 21 There, in the context of a self-dealing transaction, the court recognized
the fiduciary duty of “complete candor,” of “complete frankness” under which “[c]ompletenesss,
not adequacy, is both the norm and the mandate[.]”22 This duty, which is actually simply “the
application in a specific context of the board’s fiduciary duties of care, good faith and loyalty,” 23
has evolved over time and has been applied in many contexts. The importance of complete
disclosure of material information is easy to comprehend in the context of a merger, a context in
which it is often applied. The Delaware Court of Chancery explained this importance in Maric
Capital Master Fund, Ltd. v. Plato Learning, Inc., 11 A.3d 1175, 1178 (Del. Ch. 2010),
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succinctly stating that the “question that [] investors should be asking in determining whether to
vote for the cash merger is clear: is the price being offered now fair compensation for the
benefits I will receive as a stockholder from the future expected cash flows of the corporation if
the corporation remains as a going concern?” Indeed, as Vice Chancellor Laster stated, “[t]his is
it. This is the end. This is the only opportunity where you can depend upon your fiduciaries to
maximize your share of that value.” 24
However, Delaware courts have also recognized the ultimate importance of the
shareholders’ right to vote on issues of corporate governance. 25 Indeed, the Supreme Court of
Delaware has held that, through informed voting, “the stockholders control their own destiny”
and that “[t]his is the highest and best form of corporate democracy.” 26 To downplay the
significance of a shareholder’s need for full, fair and accurate disclosure simply because it is
outside of the context of a merger not only unnecessarily diminishes the role of a shareholder,
but it also mischaracterizes, or at least attempts to avoid, legal precedent. The Delaware courts
have held time and again that the duty of full and fair disclosure extends to material 27
information even when no shareholder action is requested. 28 In Malone v. Brincat, the Supreme
Court of Delaware held that “[w]henever directors communicate publicly or directly with
shareholders about the corporation's affairs, with or without a request for shareholder action,
directors have a fiduciary duty to shareholders to exercise due care, good faith and loyalty.”29
Thus, courts have recognized that, under state law, directors owe a fiduciary duty of honesty or
complete candor in their communications to shareholders – including proxy statement
communication 30, and therefore communications regarding the Say-on-Pay advisory vote –
regardless of whether shareholder action is required.
Some defense firms, intent to rely on their belief that cases challenging the adequacy of
proxy statement disclosures regarding Say-on-Pay are preempted by federal law, have removed
these cases to federal court. Whether used as a tactic to stall in the face of an impending
shareholder vote or out of a good faith belief that Delaware law does not apply in such cases,
removal has not been successful. Three United States District Court Judges, two in the Northern
District of California and one in the Southern District of New York, have had the opportunity to
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rule on plaintiffs’ subsequent remand motions following removal and all three have remanded
the cases back to state court, recognizing that the claims are grounded in common law, not in
federal law as defendants argue. 31
Quite simply, as described above, directors are subject to the fiduciary duties of due care,
good faith and loyalty. The court in Malone further reasoned that this triad of fiduciary duties “is
the constant compass by which all director actions for the corporation and interactions with its
shareholders must be guided.” 32 Thus, Plaintiffs’ claims are governed by the notion that
directors have an ever-present fiduciary duty to shareholders to deal with their stockholders
honestly about the Company’s corporate affairs. 33 Accordingly, federal laws are simply not at
issue regarding state law claims alleging breach of fiduciary duty in Say-on-Pay disclosure
claims.
The Missing Link
Corporate Boards of Directors generally review – and rely upon – a host of detailed,
material analyses, often conducted by compensation consultants, prior to recommending
shareholder approval of executive compensation. These analyses often include, for example,
benchmarking analyses, competitive pay analyses and performance analyses that compare a
given company’s executive pay and performance metrics to its peer companies. Such analyses
are vital, and indeed material, to shareholders because they allow the company’s shareholders to
determine if the company’s executive pay and executive pay practices not only properly fell in
line with its peer companies, but also if the company is following the benchmarking practices
that it purports to use in setting executive pay. These analyses are also material because they
allow shareholders to determine if the company’s performance is in line with peer company
performance, and thus, whether the performance is similarly in line with the resulting pay data.
It has been hypothesized that peer benchmarking is one of the main forces behind the
ever-rising executive salaries. 34 It is often professed that there exists significant competition to
attract and retain executive talent. This competition, whether real or perceived, ultimately has
the effect of inefficient benchmarking, with firms seeking to pay more and more while
performance remains stagnant. This “leapfrog effect” is the result of companies targeting
compensation levels at a certain percentile of their peer companies’ executive pay, which
inevitably leads to overpayment. 35 The "leapfrog effect" is the resultant carry-through of one
company's overpayment as it works its way through the market and simply leads to peer
31
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companies then offering even higher compensation to executives to out-do the first company.
This fact alone necessitates the disclosure of peer benchmarking analyses, so that shareholders
can assess and determine the efficacy of the given analyses. 36
The Advisory Nature of the Say-on-Pay Vote Does Not Alter its Significance
Defense counsel, in recent published work, have generally argued that a fair summary of
the materials relied upon prior to recommending that shareholders approve executive
compensation is unnecessary when considered in the context of an advisory vote. Such an
argument may rely on the notion that the vote is merely advisory and will not require any actual
action to be taken in response to a negative vote, therefore rendering the resulting “say”
insignificant and hollow. Such a dismissive attitude, however, would ultimately render the
purpose of the vote meaningless and eliminate the need for shareholders’ informed say on
executive pay.
Most companies generally declare within their proxy statements that while the Say-onPay vote is indeed not binding, the compensation committee of the board and the board value
shareholders’ opinions and will consider the outcome of the Say-on-Pay vote when establishing
pay practices and making future compensation decisions. However, without disclosure of all
material information to shareholders, the Say-on-Pay vote can potentially have the unintended
effect of establishing and/or entrenching inefficient pay practices. Indeed, companies are
currently required to disclose how they considered the results of the prior-year’s Say-on-Pay vote
in determining compensation policies and decisions and how the compensation policies and
decisions were ultimately affected. 37 This underlies the significance of the Say-on-Pay vote and
demonstrates that genuine changes to corporate governance may result from the vote. In order to
be meaningful, however, it is necessary to ensure that shareholders are not relying on incomplete
information when voicing their opinions on executive compensation.
Others have pointed to the dismissal of cases that were brought post-vote as derivative
cases regarding Say-on-Pay as an indication that cases regarding Say-on-Pay proxy disclosures
will suffer a similar fate. The cases and the context are quite different. 38 The post-vote cases
have generally challenged the efficacy of a given company’s executive compensation practices,
not the pre-vote disclosures made to shareholders. These cases have sought to cause corporate
change regarding executive pay practices. 39 It simply does not follow that because reform
cannot be forced upon a board following an advisory vote, that recognized fiduciary duties can
36
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simply be ignored and that shareholders need not be provided all material information in a proxy
statement, as is always the requirement. Quite simply, the advisory nature of the vote and the
inability to force change upon a board does not alter the legal requirements that proxy
disclosures include all material information.
A further argument is that an advisory vote does not properly provide a company with the
specific insight necessary to address particular shareholder concerns arising from the vote.
However, this ignores the positives that can flow from the non-binding Say-on-Pay vote. While
a “yes” or “no” vote cannot signal specific shareholder concerns, it can alert a board that
shareholders are dissatisfied with executive compensation and thus open the lines of
communication. Joseph A. Grundfest, Stanford professor and corporate governance expert,
opined that the voice of disapproval, even in a non-binding setting, is symbolic, and symbols
“have consequences.” 40 Negative Say-on-Pay votes, non-binding and symbolic as they may be,
can have the effect of creating a dialogue between a board and company shareholders and can
potentially provide the “impetus for incumbent directors to improve corporate [governance].” 41
Another oft-used argument is that independent board members are in place to ensure that
executive interests are not misaligned with shareholder interests. However, evidence establishes
that executive pay and the use of equity-based compensation actually increases as the number of
outsiders on the board increases. 42 Thus, Kevin J. Murphy argues, “[t]he evidence is therefore
consistent with the hypothesis that directors – paying with shareholder money and not their own
– prefer better-aligned incentives but are not particularly interested in restraining pay levels.”43
This research further demonstrates that simply placing a majority of disinterested board members
on a company’s board will not have the effect of perfectly aligning the interests of the executives
and shareholders. Given this phenomena, it is therefore imperative that complete disclosure of
all material information on executive compensation, as provided to and reviewed by the directors
of a company in making their recommendation to shareholders, be made in the annual proxy
statement so that shareholders can have their informed say on executive pay.
In the same vein, some have argued that executive pay is generally driven and set by
market forces. Those market forces, however, may well be the result of a market operating
inefficiently. Harvard Law School Professors Lucian A. Bebchuk and Jesse M. Fried performed
an analysis that revealed “that market factors are neither sufficiently finely tuned nor sufficiently
powerful” to compel outcomes similar to what may be expected to result from arm’s length
bargaining. 44 Their concern is that “executives have partly taken over the compensation
machine, leading to arrangements that fail to provide managers with desirable incentives.” 45 It
therefore exemplifies the need for complete disclosure of all material information so that
40
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shareholders can have their informed say on executive pay, rather than relying on independent
board members, inefficient market forces or incomplete information 46.
Recent Backlash
Recent articles addressing the Say-on-Pay disclosure litigation have generally challenged
the legitimacy of this type of litigation with a complete lack of context. 47 Perhaps in an attempt
to sway public opinion, some make mention that while some lawsuits have provided additional
disclosure upon which shareholders can base an informed Say-on-Pay vote, shareholders have
not received any cash as a result of the litigation. Such a suggestion ignores the claims asserted
in the litigation and the nature of the relief sought. These lawsuits seek the substantial benefit of
achieving the disclosure of all material information so that shareholders can have their informed
vote on executive compensation. Monetary damages cannot vindicate a shareholder’s right to
cast an informed vote. The Delaware Court of Chancery has made clear its preference for
supplemental disclosures to be made in advance of a vote because such a remedy “gives
stockholders the choice to think for themselves on full information, thereby vindicating their
rights as stockholders to make important voting and remedial decisions based on their own
economic self-interest.” 48 Indeed, Delaware courts have also recognized that the lack of
monetary relief does not detract from the significance of non-monetary relief received in cases
that achieve additional disclosure. 49 It is thus disingenuous to suggest that shareholders are not
benefitted by additional disclosure of material information. While such lawsuits may not provide
an immediate inflow of cash to shareholders, an informed vote on Say-on-Pay may very well
have the effect of better aligning shareholder-executive interests, improving corporate
governance, reducing agency costs and leading to long-term increased value to the company and
its shareholders.
The current dismissive attitude regarding the Say-on-Pay vote due its advisory nature
essentially pilfers from shareholders the ability to signal their content or discontent with
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executive pay practices, thus making the vote far less likely to lead to potentially necessary and
constructive pay reforms. Indeed, the Delaware Court of Chancery has held that “[t]he
strengthening of shareholder interest in monitoring the activities of officers and directors only
further emphasizes the importance of the shareholder franchise as the bedrock foundation upon
which the legitimacy of directorial power rests.” 50 Thus, shareholders must not be deprived of
their right to cast an informed vote on a company’s executive compensation.
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